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HONORS CAPSTONE ABSTRACT

The focus on this assignment will be to further the model of sport education for a
physical education classroom into a model that can be used for a mathematical
classroom. The project will consist of explaining what a sport education model, sport
education guidelines, an example of a physical education sport education model, how
it could be converted into other courses, benefits, and an example a sport education
model in a mathematics classroom. My hypothesis for this assignment is that it can be
applied to other courses for student involvement, such as a mathematics course. Sport
education is an instructional model typically only used in physical education. This
model gets students involved in many different ways that some may not think of from a
typical physical education classroom. Students may have roles such as coach, referee,
warm-up leaders, statistician, etc. These different roles and competition lead to better
involvement in the physical education classroom from all students. My hypothesis is
that this competition and other roles can resembled inside of other classrooms such as
a mathematics course. A considerable reason for this assignment is that I believe there
are better ways of getting students attention and get more of a learning experience
inside of a classroom with this new model in placed.
Sport education is an instructional and curriculum model used in some physical
education courses. The main goals of this model is to create competent, literate, and
more enthusiastic sport students. This is done with different seasons, team officiating,
formal competition, record keeping, festivity, and a culminating event. This helps
students get involved within the course, even if they do not feel confident in their skills
of that course. This is how sport education model is used within a physical education
classroom and is proven to have more involvement with its students than a regular

physical education classroom. The goal of this project is to convert a model that work
for a physical education classroom into a similar one that will also work inside of a
mathematics classroom and will get students involved in many different ways.
Similarly, to the physical education model, the mathematics sport education model will
have students split into teams and will compete against each other. There will be a
schedule of when each team will go against each other and compete to answer
questions correctly. There will also be roles for students to complete inside of the
classroom, such as coach, promotor, equipment manager, statistician, and event
manager. The responsibilities of these roles will differ but will get all students in the
group involved, as well as have all student compete in the matchups every week. This
model can help against the question that many mathematical high school students ask,
“when will I ever use this?”, because they may want to learn the information just to
compete week after week against other teams to win.
The project will be done in a qualitative design. The assignment will be full of accounts
from primary and secondary sources. Sources may include scholarly articles, teachers
or student teachers who have used this sport education model in their classrooms, and
students who have participated inside of a classroom that used a sport education
model. Discussing information with these sources, using my own experience
participating in a sport education model, and taking the course KNPE 368 Sport

Education at Northern Illinois University in the Fall of 2019 will construct a sport
education model for both physical education and mathematical classroom.

Course Schedule

An assignment will be due every other Friday
Assignment

Due Date

Physical Education Sport Education
Guidelines

February 7th

Physical Education Sport Education
Binder

February 21st

Mathematics Sport Education
Guidelines

March 6th

Mathematics Sport Education Binder

March 20th

Interviews

April 3rd

Comparing/Analyzing

April 17th

Project Due: April 26th Friday before finals

Physical Education Sport Education Guidelines – Requirements for the
model to follow to set up inside of a classroom.

Physical Education Sport Education Binder – Includes lesson plans of what
a teacher will teach inside of the classroom, rules, practice cards, warm-up
cards, student roles, schedules, contracts, evaluations, poster
requirements, player information sheets, and information about the
culminating event.

Mathematics Sport Education Guidelines – Requirements for the model to
follow to set up inside of a classroom.

Mathematics Sport Education Binder – Includes lesson plans of
mathematical topics that a teacher will teach inside of the classroom, rules,
practice cards, warm-up cards, student roles, schedules, contracts,
evaluations, poster requirements, player information sheets, and
information about the culminating event.

Interviews – Meetings with students who have participated and the
professor in the KNPE 368 Sport Education course at Northern Illinois
University, student teachers and teachers who have used the sport
education model inside of a physical education classroom, and students
who have different views of mathematical courses.

Comparing/Analyzing – Comparing the two sport educational models and
analyzing how the mathematical model could be used in for better student
performance inside the classroom. Analyzing the thoughts of interviewees
on the thought of adding a sport education model to other courses other
than physical education.

The project will be graded on completion and on the capability of being
applicable to a mathematical and physical education classroom.

Reference Page
Benegas, Araya. Personal Interview. 31 March 2020.
Carvajal, Johny. Personal Interview. 1 April 2020.
Muellner, John. Personal Interview. 31 March 2020.
Gutierrez, Erika. Personal Interview. 3 April 2020.
Siedentop, Daryl, Hastie, Peter A., and Van der Mars, Hans. Complete
Guide to Sport Education. Human Kinetics, 2020.
Wahl-Alexander, Zachary. KNPE 368: Sport Education. 9 September 2019
– 25 November 2019. Northern Illinois University. DeKalb, Illinois.
Class Lecture.

Hypothesis
My hypothesis for this Northern Illinois University Honors Capstone project is that the
sport education model can be applied to other courses for student involvement, such as a
mathematics course. I also believe that the competition style and different roles can be
implemented into other classrooms such as a mathematics course. Overall, I believe this would
create a better way of getting students attention, involvement, and get more of a learning
experience inside of a classroom with the sport education model in place over a traditional
education model.
What is Sport Education Model?
The sport education model is an educational model that was designed for use in physical
education courses. Sport education is also designed to be very engaging and developmentally
appropriate for all students in physical education courses. The sport education model gets
students involved in many different ways that some may not think of from a typically classroom.
The main goal in a sport education model is defined by Siedentop, Hastie, Mars in their textbook
Compete Guide to Sport Education, to accomplish making sporting experiences in physical
education more real and replicate authentic sporting experiences for all your students, with a
central focus on creating competent, literate, and enthusiastic students (3). The key features as
described by Professor Wahl-Alexander of the sport education model are having a season, the
team affiliation, formal competition, record keeping, festivity, and the culminating event. This
sets the sport education model apart from the other teaching models used in the education system
today. The model allows for students to take on their own role on the team in such positions as,
coach, lead official, warm-up leader, statistician, head scout, etc. This allows for students to have
personal growth as well as growth as a team throughout the season. The culminating event at the

end of the season is designed to be a celebration to end the season by being festive, exciting, and
most importantly student centered. Students should be acknowledged in the culminating event as
an individual as well as a team with awards. The sport education model is also designed to,
“encourage students to see games not as competitions against someone or some team but as a
process of discovering what they need to work on to become the best they can be” (10).
Siedentop, et al. also describes an important aspect is, “…idea of fair play. Students need not
only to be aware of fair play practices but also to demonstrate them during team practices and
games” (123). The main thing for students to learn is that winning is not the most important thing
to take away from this teaching method, but to work hard, improve upon their skills, and be a
respectful teammate and opponent.
Benefits of the Sport Education Model
The benefits that Professor Wahl-Alexander described of the sport education model were,
“allow students to be part of a team, more student centered, promote personal growth among all
students, and teachers and student enjoy the season.” The sport education model allows for
students to be more independent throughout the season and create friendships within their team.
Siedentop, et al. describe more benefits to the sport education model for teachers as, more
participation from nonparticipating students, creates a structure in the classroom, skill levels
improve, and students are more able to coach, manage, and umpire (5). Specific benefits are
student’s creativity by being able to help develop the sport education model in the culminating
event, being able to communicate with their team in many different responsibilities and in
games, and collaboration because all teammates need to work together and work with the hosts.
Siedentop, et al. describe how schools are responsible for student’s activity by stating, “Schools
play a central role in promoting and supporting physical activity among students beyond physical

education itself ” (63). It is evident that there is an increase of obesity and being overweight in
our country. Blending courses and more physical activity into core curriculum courses would be
beneficial in lowering the levels of obesity and being overweight. Siedentop et al., describe this
by, “The significant rise in the number of overweight and obese children is part of the reason for
the multiple efforts at all levels of government as well as in professional and scientific
organizations to increase students’ total daily physical activity levels” (64). It is clear that
physical activity is important for all students and should be included in more of student’s school
day. Siedentop, et al. describe benefits of the sport education model for students as well,
“students favor the sport education model over traditional education approach, students hope
their teacher continues the sport education model, students work harder, students enjoy being on
teams longer, creates a don’t let my teammates down atmosphere, lower ability students skills
improved through higher involvement, and improved attitudes” (5). The sport education model
gets students to work harder and be more involved through the entirety of class. A benefit
applying to all education courses is the ability to blend information. By this, for a physical
education model having statistics, such as shooting percentage in the sport education model
applies mathematic skills. This can be used for a wide variety of courses for physical education.
The mathematics model can do just the same by including physical education into the
mathematics sport education model. The sport education model has a lot of benefits to offer an
education classroom for both teachers and students over a traditional approach.
How can the Sport Education Model be Applied to Other Courses?
The sport education model I believe can easily be applied to other core curriculum classes
such as mathematics. The way to be able to apply this is to follow the guidelines to creating a
sport education model that is present in this paper, as well as in the textbook, Complete Guide to

Sport Education. A teacher looking to apply a new interesting model to their classroom should
considered the sport educational model, but this requires some thinking on their part. To apply
the sport education model to a mathematics classroom, I had to change some of the guidelines to
be able to convert it over and accomplish the goals that I wanted to be able to. I decided to have
review games be the sport education model game. In my future classroom, we will review once a
week on Thursdays for the quiz or test that is on Friday. The review game will count toward the
league standings board. The winner of the games every week will have the ability to earn extra
credit points on the quiz or test if their team wins. This will help accomplish my goal of students
reviewing class material for the test and hopefully study outside of class to help their team and
help improve their mathematics skills because there is an incentive and a more interesting
teaching method.

Physical Education/ Mathematics Sport Education Guidelines
1. Things you will need:
• 2-inch Binder
• Dividers
2. Creating the Binder
• Pre-Binder Questions
o Decide on a unit, sport/game, teams, etc.
o Competition style: Round robin or Event Model
• Decide how many days your season will be:
o How many days will be devoted for each phase?
• Phase 1: Training Camp (4-7 lessons)
• Phase 2: Pre-Season (3-7 lessons)
• Phase 3: Regular Season (3-7 lessons)
• Phase 4: Post-Season (2-4 lessons)
• Total: 16-24 lesson
o What needs to be included in each phase?
• Phase 1: Training Camp
1. All information regarding teams, roles, rules, posters,
contracts, and officiating/ hosting
• Phase 2: Pre-Season
1. Create classroom routines regarding to sport education
model
2. Allow students to practice officiating/ hosting
3. Modify any rules if needed
• Phase 3: Regular Season
1. Start keeping track of statistics on league standings board
• Phase 4: Culminating Event
1. Championship and award ceremony
• Figure out an organization system that works for you
• Create an outline for each day. Every lesson outline must include:
o What the teacher needs to do/ bring prior to lessons
o What will occur during the lesson
3. Include Additional Paperwork
• Must be included in the binder
- Team Information Sheet
- Gameplay Evaluation
- Player Information Sheet
- Warm-Up Task Card for each day
- Information for Poster
- Practice Task Card for each day
- Role Contracts
- Pre-Season Schedule
- Rules Quiz
- Regular Season Schedule
- Updated Rules
- Post-Season Schedule
- Process Evaluation
- Award Ceremony Information
- Product Evaluation
- Officiating/ Hosting Sheet
- Cognitive Evaluation
- Fair Play/ Stat Sheet

The Physical
Education
Sport
Education
Model

Sport Education Season – Basketball
Phase 1 – Training Camp
Lesson 1
Prior to Lesson 1:
1. Print out Player Information sheets
2. Print out Basketball Skill Evaluation sheets
During Lesson 1:
1. Introduce the concept of sport education to the class
a. Explain the process of the class being split into different phases (Training Camp,
Pre-Season, Regular Season, and Post-Season)
b. Explain each phase of the course
c. Explain how the Regular Season will be in a round robin format
d. Introduce and explain team roles
e. Explain that each individual will have the role of officiate
f. Discuss the culminating event
2. Introduce the sport education season will be basketball
3. Have students fill out Player Information sheet
4. Have students fill out Basketball Evaluation sheet

Phase 1 – Training Camp
Lesson 2
Prior to Lesson 2:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create basketball teams based off of player information and evaluation sheets
Create Team Information sheets
Create role contracts
Bring poster boards to class

During Lesson 2:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Read off rosters of each teams to the class
Have each team decide on player roles
Have students sign role contacts
Have each team fill out Team Information sheets
Explain the rules and regulations of the game of basketball
Explain the team poster and requirements to the class (Due date: start of Pre-Season)
a. Must include Team Name (Country and team name)
b. Must include Team Logo
c. Must include space to keep player statistics
d. Must include information from Player Information sheets
e. Must include team picture

Phase 1 – Training Camp
Lesson 3
Prior to Lesson 3:
1. Create the Rules Quiz
2. Create League Standings Board
During Lesson 3:
1. Have entire class take the Rules Quiz
2. Explain fair play and fair play points
3. Explain League Standings Board and explain how it will be used during the duration of
the class

Phase 1 – Training Camp
Lesson 4
Prior to Lesson 4:
1. Explain Warm-up Task Cards and Practice Task Cards with examples
During Lesson 4:
1. Introduce Warm-up Task Cards and Practice Task Cards
a. Perform examples in class
2. Explain the Culminating Event
a. Talk about the main idea behind it
b. Discuss ideas with the class
c. Gather each team’s Event Manager to discuss
3. Have those who haven’t pass Rules Quiz retake

Phase 1 – Training Camp
Lesson 5
Prior to Lesson 5:
1. Create Fair Play & Stat Sheet
2. Decide on practice areas for each team
3. Create a schedule when each student has to teach a Warm-up Task Card and Practice
Card
During Lesson 5:
1. Explain Fair Play & Stat Sheets to the class and explain fair play points
2. Present the schedule for when each student will teach a Warm-up Task Card and a
Practice Card
3. Tell each team where they will practice for every class
4. Have those who haven’t pass Rules Quiz retake
5. Have teams practice officiating
a. Talk through certain situations that may arise through gameplay
b. Team 1 vs Team 2
c. Team 3 vs Team 4
d. Team 5 will be officiating (3 per game)

Phase 2 – Pre-Season
Lesson 6
Prior to Lesson 6:
1. Decide whether there needs to be any rule or roster changes
2. Create a Pre-Season Schedule
3. Hang up the League Standings Board in the front of the gym
During Lesson 6:
1. Present League Standings Board and answer any last-minute questions about it
2. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
3. First Pre-Season games
a. Team 2 vs Team 5, Team 3 vs Team 4, Team 1 Officiating
4. Announce game results to the class
5. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 5, Team 2 vs Team 3, Team 4 Officiating
6. Announce game results to the class

Phase 2 – Pre-Season
Lesson 7
Prior to Lesson 7:
1. Hang up all team posters by the League Standings Board
During Lesson 7:
1. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
2. Play Pre-Season games
a. Team 1 vs Team 4, Team 3 vs Team 5, Team 2 Officiating
3. Announce game results to the class
4. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 3, Team 2 vs Team 4, Team 5 Officiating
5. Announce game results to the class

Phase 2 – Pre-Season
Lesson 8
During Lesson 8:
1. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
2. Play Pre-Season Games
a. Team 1 vs Team 2, Team 4 vs Team 5, Team 3 Officiating
3. Announce game results to the class
4. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 2 vs Team 5, Team 3 vs Team 4, Team 1 Officiating
5. Announce game results to the class

Phase 2 – Pre-Season
Lesson 9
During Lesson 9:
1. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
2. Play Pre-Season games
a. Team 1 vs Team 5, Team 2 vs Team 3, Team 4 Officiating
3. Announce game results to the class
4. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 4, Team 3 vs Team 5, Team 2 Officiating
5. Announce game results to the class

Phase 2 – Pre-Season
Lesson 10
During Lesson 10:
1. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
2. Play final Pre-Season games
a. Team 1 vs Team 3, Team 2 vs Team 4, Team 5 Officiating
3. Announce game results to the class
4. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 2, Team 4 vs Team 5, Team 3 Officiating
5. Announce game results to the class
6. Explain that the Regular Season starts next week, and the League Standings Board will
be updated weekly

Phase 3 – Regular Season
Lesson 11
Prior to Lesson 11:
1. Create Regular Schedule
During Lesson 11:
1. Explain to students that the Regular Season starts today and moving forward all statistics
will start being recorded on the League Standings Board
2. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
3. First Regular Season games
a. Team 2 vs Team 5, Team 3 vs Team 4, Team 1 Officiating
4. Announce game results to the class
5. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 5, Team 2 vs Team 3, Team 4 Officiating
6. Announce game results to the class
7. Give Statisticians game results to update their teams’ posters

Phase 3 – Regular Season
Lesson 12
Prior to Lesson 12:
1. Update League Standings Board
2. Check each team’s social media for posts
During Lesson 12:
1. Present updated League Standings Board to the class
2. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
3. Play Regular Season games
a. Team1 vs Team 4, Team 3 vs Team 5, Team 2 Officiating
4. Announce game results to the class
5. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 3, Team 2 vs Team 4, Team 5 Officiating
6. Announce game results to the class
7. Give Statisticians game results to update their teams’ posters

Phase 3 – Regular Season
Lesson 13
Prior to Lesson 13:
1. Update League Standings Board
2. Check each team’s social media for posts
Suring Lesson 13:
1. Present updated League Standings Board to the class
2. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
3. Play Regular Season games
a. Team 1 vs Team 2, Team 4 vs Team 5, Team 3 Officiating
4. Announce game results to the class
5. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 2 vs Team 5, Team 3 vs Team 4, Team 1 Officiating
6. Announce game results to the class
7. Give Statisticians game results to update their teams’ poster

Phase 3 – Regular Season
Lesson 14
Prior to Lesson 14:
1. Update League Standings Board
2. Check each team’s social media for posts
During Lesson 14:
1. Present updated League Standings Board to the class
2. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
3. Play Regular Season games
a. Team 1 vs Team 5, Team 2 vs Team 3, Team 4 Officiating
4. Announce game results to the class
5. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 4, Team 3 vs Team 5, Team 2 Officiating
6. Announce game results to the class
7. Give Statisticians game results to update their teams’ poster

Phase 3 – Regular Season
Lesson 15
Prior to Lesson 15:
1. Update League Standings Board
2. Check each team’s social media for posts
During Lesson 15:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Present updated League Standings Board to the class
Have students vote on awards and for officials for the championship game
Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
Play Regular Season games
a. Team 1 vs Team 3, Team 2 vs Team 4, Team 5 Officiating
Announce game results to the class
Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 2, Team 4 vs Team 5, Team 3 Officiating
Announce game results to the class
Give Statisticians game results to update their teams’ poster

Phase 4 – Post-Season
Lesson 16
Prior to Lesson 16:
1. Finalize the League Standings Board
2. Create bracket/ schedule for Post-Season
During Lesson 16:
1. Announce the top 4 teams who will be playing in the post-season
2. Announce the schedule for the first round of games
a. 1st seed vs 4th seed, 2nd seed vs 3rd seed, 5th seed Officiating
3. Have team’s warm-up and practice while using task cards
4. Play first round of Post-Season games
5. Announce game results to the class
6. Have the two losing teams play a game for 3rd place
7. Announce game results to class
8. Have a meeting with each teams Event Committee to discuss about the culminating event
9. Announce the two teams playing in the championship next week

Phase 4 – Post-Season
Lesson 17
Prior to Lesson 17:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Count votes for awards and for the officials for the championship game
Print out awards, and/or have trophies and medals
Decorate the gym
Possibly have food

During Lesson 17:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Announce championship game
Have team’s warm-up and practice while using task cards
Announce line-up of each team in the championship game
Play the championship game
Announce game results to the class
Culminating event
a. Present championship team with trophy or medals
b. Give out individual and other team awards
c. Possibly eat food if applicable
d. Watch slideshow of pictures taken throughout the year/semester

Rules of Basketball
How to play Basketball?
Main Objective: The team that has possession of the ball is required to pass the basketball three
times before taking a shot at the hoop. The team without possession, will be on defense
attempting to stop the other team with the ball from scoring. Players with the ball are required to
dribble the basketball to move along the court. Players can move the ball by dribbling or passing
the ball. You want to score more points than the opposing team.
Scoring
A player scores two points for their team if they shoot the ball inside of the three-point line and it
goes inside of the hoop. A player scores three points, if they shoot the ball outside of the threepoint line on the basketball court and it goes through the hoop. A player also has the opportunity
to score one point for their team if they are fouled during a shot at the hoop. This will allow the
player to shot from the free throw line. Each free throw is worth one point.
Turnover
A turnover occurs if any player commits any of the following:
Traveling – taking more than one step without bouncing the ball within possession of the ball.
Double Dribble – starting your dribble, then picking the ball up, and starting your dribble again.
The ball goes out-of-bounds, or the player with the basketball steps out-of-bounds
Back Court Violation – Passing the half court line with the basketball and then taking the ball
across the half court line again, in the same possession,
Fouls
Shooting foul: contact by a defending player on an offensive player shooting the basketball. A
shooting foul will result in a free-throw,
Technical foul: any unsportsmanlike act.
Offensive foul: setting an illegal screen or by a charge.
Defensive foul: physical contact with an offensive player such as blocking, reaching in, holding,
tripping, or pushing.
Starting the Game: The game will start with a jump ball at the half court line. The ball will be
tossed up into the air by one of the referees.
After a Point: Once a point is scored, the opposing team will have to take the basketball out-ofbounds on the base line and throw the ball back into play.

Warm-up Task Card #1
Partner Passing
The purpose of this warm-up is to loosen up students’ arms. Passing is a very impact aspect of
basketball. The team will split up in groups of two. Each student will have a partner where they
will practice different type of passes to their partner. Different type of passes students should be
working on are, bounce passes, chest passes, and overhead passes. Students can start passing the
ball back and forth and can progressively move back in distance from their partner.
Skill cues:
Bounce pass – hands on ball, keep knees bent, bring ball to chest, eyes on partners chest, bounce
the ball toward partner, and extend arms.
Chest pass – hands on ball, keep knees bent, bring ball to chest, eyes on partners chest, and
extend arms toward partner.
Overhead pass – hands on ball, keep knees bent, bring ball over head, take step forward, eyes on
partners chest, and extend arms with thumbs points at partner.
Modifications:
If teams are struggling with this warm-up, have them practice on a wall that way accuracy is not
a huge issue. This way students can first learn the technique and can focus on accuracy later.
If teams are finding this warm-up to easy, has students do passes with a greater distance between
them and their partner. Even have students run down the court, making passes on the move.

Warm-up Task Card #2
Line Shooting
The purpose of this warm-up is to loosen up students’ arms. Shooting is an important aspect of
the game of basketball. Students will get with a partner on their team and line up on a line.
Students will face their partner and have their shooting foot on the line (If you shoot with your
right, right foot on the line. If you shoot with your left, left foot on the line). Students will go
through the shooting form and try to have the ball bounce on the line they are standing on. If the
ball lands on the line, this lets you know that you are shooting the ball straight. If the ball lands
to the left or right of the line, then that means your shooting form is not straight.
Skills cues:
Bents knees, both hands on ball, elbow tucked in, eyes up, follow through
Modifications:
If the task is too difficult, go to a wall and do the same thing but try to hit a spot on the wall.
If the task is too easy, stay in front of a basketball hoop and shoot at it.

Warm-up Task Card #3
Free Throws
The purpose of this warm-up is to practice free throws. Free throws are an important aspect to
the game of basketball, and many games are decided on free throws. Teams will line up and take
turns shooting free throws. Each student will shoot two free throws before rotating. Students will
keep taking turns until the warm-up is over.
Skills cues:
Bents knees, both hands on ball, elbow tucked in, eyes up, follow through
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult, students can take turns shooting inside the lane, working on
accuracy and making each shoot. Students can then work their way back when they feel
comfortable.
If the warm-up is too easy for students, they can practice shooting at the free throw line off the
dribble.

Warm-up Task Card #4
Lay Up Lines
The purpose of this warm-up is to practice on performing lay ups. Teams will go to their practice
areas. Each team will split into two lines facing the basketball hoop. The line on the right will
start with the basketball balls. They will dribble to the hoop and perform a layup at the hoop. The
other line will run to the hoop to get the rebound and pass it to the next person in line. After
everyone has gone through a few times, The ball will start off in the left line, so students can
practice performing a left-handed layup.
Skill cues:
Plant inside foot, Outside foot up, go up with both hands-on ball, bank of the backboard
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult for students, they can do the lay ups without dribble to the hoop.
Once students then feel comfortable, they can attempt to dribble to the hoop before their layup.
If the warm-up is too easy for students, they can go game speed during their layups. Students can
also try passing the ball back and forth before attempting their layups.

Warm-up Task Card #5
Block Shooting
The purpose of this warmup is for students to work on shooting at the blocks. Students will get with a partner on their
team. One partner will gather the rebounds and pass to their teammate. The other will run from
one block on the court to the other, and right in front of the hoop taking shots from these three
spots. After a few times through, the partners will switch roles and will continue to do so until
the warm-up is over.
Skill cues:
Bents knees, both hands on ball, elbow tucked in, eyes up, follow through
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult, student can take their time at each spot to gather themselves and
focus on shooting. Students can speed up when they feel comfortable.
If the warm-up is too easy, students can work their way out to create more distance between
themselves and the hoop.

v
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student shooting the ball
Areas to shoot the ball
Student rebounding

Warm-up Task Card #6
Dribble Lines
The purpose of this warm-up is for students to get comfortable with dribble the basketball and
changing directions. Students will get with a partner on their team and practice dribbling the
basketball in their area. Students will take turns dribbling the basketball.
Skill cues:
Eyes up, use the pads of your fingers, keep ball at your side, and keep the ball at waist level or
lower.
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult, students can look at the ball while they are dribble to each spot.
When students feel comfortable, they can try to keep their eyes up while dribbling.
If the warm-up is too easy, then one student can try to play “defense” on the student dribbling the
ball. The student playing “defense” will just stay in front of the student dribbling the ball.

Warm-up Task Card #7
Two Ball Dribbling
The purpose of this warm-up is for students to learn on how to focus on two things at once and
work on their dribbling skills. Students will get with a partner on their team and have two balls.
Students will attempt to dribble two basketball at once. Students will take turns performing this
drill.
Skill cues:
Eyes up, use the pads of your fingers, keep ball at your side, and keep the ball at waist level or
lower.
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult, then students can practice with one ball. The other student can
give out commands to the student dribbling the ball such as “switch hands”.
If the warm-up is too easy, students can try to alternate their dribbles for each hand.

Warm-up Task Card #8
Partner Shooting
The purpose of this warm-up is for students to work on their passing skills and their shooting
skills. Students will get with a partner on their team and go to their area. One student will run to
a spot on the court and the other student will rebound and pass to the student shooting the ball.
After each shot, the student will run to a new spot to attempt a shot from. After 10 shots, students
will switch roles. Students will focus on making accurate passes and their shooting form.
Skill cues:
Bents knees, both hands on ball, elbow tucked in, eyes up, follow through, bring ball to chest,
eyes on partners chest, and extend arms toward partner.
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult, students can get the pass and gather themselves before attempting
the shot.
If the warm-up is too easy, students can perform shots on a move or a dribble.

Warm-up Task Card #9
Dribble Moves
The purpose of this warm-up is to practice doing different dribbling moves, such as a crossover,
behind the back dribble, etc. Students will get with a partner on their team and practice dribbling
the basketball in their area. When a student reaches each spot, they will perform the dribble
move their partner tells them too. Students will take turns dribbling the basketball.
Skill cues:
Eyes up, use the pads of your fingers, keep ball at your side, and keep the ball at waist level or
lower.
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult, students can look at the ball while they are dribble to each spot.
When students feel comfortable, they can try to keep their eyes up while dribbling.
If the warm-up is too easy, then one student can try to play “defense” on the student dribbling the
ball. The student playing “defense” will just stay in front of the student dribbling the ball.

Warm-up Task Card #10
Rebound Drill
The purpose of this warm-up is for student to practice on rebound the basketball off the
backboard. Students will get with a partner on the team and get a basketball. One student will
throw the basketball at hoop. The other student will try to catch the ball at the highest point off
the backboard.
Skill cues:
Look up, highpoint the ball, grab with both hands, and bring ball to chest
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult, students can just catch the ball after it hits the rebound until they
are comfortable with jumping up into the air to grab the ball.
If the warm-up is too easy, the student who is throwing up the ball can try to go get the rebound.
The other student can try to defend the other student from getting the rebound.

Warm-up Task Card #11
Lay Up Lines (Under Hoop)
The purpose of this warm-up is to practice having little time to perform a layup on the hoop.
Students will get with their team. They will form two lines under the hoop, where the lane lines
end. Students from each line will take turns running to the other line to catch the pass and to
perform a layup.
Skill cues:
Plant inside foot, Outside foot up, go up with both hands-on ball, bank of the backboard
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult for students, students can take their time perform each layup.
If the warm-up is too easy for students, they can go game speed during their layups.

Warm-up Task Card #12
Mikan Drill
The purpose of this drill is for students to work on making bank shots and layups. Students will
be with a partner and begin under a hoop. The student will start with the ball a take a step to
either side and perform a layup on one side of the layup. The student will then catch the ball
keeping the ball up and perform a layup on the other side. The student not performing the drill
will count of the number of successful tries a student has in a row. After a few tries students will
switch roles.
Skill cues:
Plant inside foot, Outside foot up, go up with both hands-on ball, bank of the backboard
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult for students, students can take their time perform each layup.
If the warm-up is too easy for students, they can go game speed during their layups.

Warm-up Task Card #13
Dribble Knockout
The purpose of this warm-up is a game for students to practice their dribbling skills and their
defensive skills. This warm-up will test student’s ability to pay attention to multiple things at
once. Each student on the teams will have a basketball. Each student will have to stay inside of
the three-point line. Students must keep dribbling the basketball the entire time and stay in
bounds or else they are out. The teacher will yell out different dimensions that players will have
to stay in, each will get smaller and smaller until only one player on each team remains.
Skill cues:
Eyes up, use the pads of your fingers, keep ball at your side, and keep the ball at waist level or
lower.
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult, students can get back into the game if they make a free throw.
If the warm-up is too easy, the teacher can give out commands such as “dribble with your left
hand”.

Warm-up Task Card #14
Free Shooting
The purpose of this warm-up is to give students the free ability to practice shooting at any area
on the basketball court. Students will get with a partner on their team. One student will be
shooting the ball from any spot they choose, and the other student will be rebounding and
passing the ball to the shooter.
Skill cues:
Bents knees, both hands on ball, elbow tucked in, eyes up, follow through, bring ball to chest,
eyes on partners chest, and extend arms toward partner.
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult, students can get the pass and gather themselves before attempting
the shot.
If the warm-up is too easy, students can perform shots on a move or a dribble.

Warm-up Task Card #15
Dribble Lines (with Defenders)
The purpose of this warm-up is to practice doing different dribbling moves, such as a crossover,
behind the back dribble, etc. Students will get with a partner on their team and practice dribbling
the basketball in their area. The student who isn’t dribbling the basketball will play defense and
try to turn the student to go the opposite direction and to steal the ball. After each turn, students
will change roles.
Skill cues:
Eyes up, use the pads of your fingers, keep ball at your side, and keep the ball at waist level or
lower.
Modifications:
If the warm-up is too difficult, students can dribble without defense to each end and then switch
roles.
If the warm-up is too easy, the students can play one on one down to each end of the court.

Practice Task Card #1
Weave Drill
The purpose of this practice drill is to work on passing the ball to moving teammates. Students
will get into groups of three with their teammates. The students will line up underneath the
basketball hoop. One student will be directly underneath the hoop, and one student will be out to
his right and the other will be out to his left. Students will then pass the ball to another student.
Once you pass the ball, you follow you pass and run behind the student you just pass to. You will
continue this process down the court until one of you performs a layup at the hoop at the other
end of the court. Students will also call out the name of the student they are passing to.
Skill cues:
Hands on ball, keep knees bent, bring ball to chest, eyes on partners chest, and extend arms
toward partner, plant inside foot, outside foot up, and bank of the backboard
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult, students can run down the court in straight lines passing the ball
back and forth to each other.
If the practice is too easy, students can line up at both ends of the courts. The students waiting in
line can have basketball and the two students in the drill who did not perform the layup will
receive a pass and shoot the ball at the hoop.

Practice Task Card #2
Poly-Spot Shooting
The purpose of this practice is for students to work on their passing skills and their shooting
skills. Students will get with a partner on their team and go to their area. One student will run to
a poly-spot on the court and the other student will rebound and pass to the student shooting the
ball. After each shot, the student will run to a new spot to attempt a shot from. After 10 shots,
students will switch roles. Students will focus on making accurate passes and their shooting
form.
Skill cues:
Bents knees, both hands on ball, elbow tucked in, eyes up, follow through, bring ball to chest,
eyes on partners chest, and extend arms toward partner.
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult, students can get the pass and gather themselves before attempting
the shot.
If the practice is too easy, students can perform shots on a move or a dribble.
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Shooter
Poly-spot
Rebounder

Practice Task Card #3
Post-Up Shooting
The purpose of this practice is for students to practice having the ball at the post. Students will
work on different moves and shots from the post position. Students will get with a partner and go
to one of the blocks on the court. One student will be at the block with their back to the hoop.
The other student will be up by the three-point line, passing the ball to the other student to
perform a shot at the hoop.
Skill cues:
Plant inside foot, Outside foot up, go up with both hands-on ball, bank of the backboard, follow
through, face the hoop, and go up strong.
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult for students, students can take their time perform each shot.
If the practice is too easy for students, the team can get together where one group plays defense
and the other is on offense, one player playing at the post position.

-

Shooter
Passer

Practice Task Card #4
Chase Down 1 on 1
The purpose of this practice is to work on loose balls on the court. Many times, in games the ball
will be rolling on the floor. One student in the group will roll the basketball down the court in
any direction, once the student rolls the ball, two students will run after it. Once a student get the
ball, that student is now on offense and the other is on defense.
Skill cues:
Hustle, plant inside foot, Outside foot up, go up with both hands-on ball, bank of the backboard,
follow through, face the hoop, and go up strong.
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult for students, students can go on by one chasing the ball.
If the practice is too easy for students, students can get with another group and have four students
chasing the ball. Then two students will be on offense and two will be on defense.

-

Rolling ball
Offensive student
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Practice Task Card #5
Help Defense
The purpose of this practice is for students to learn how to help their team on defense. This will
also help student learn when to rotate on defense. Help defense is important when one of your
teammates may need help or was beat by their guy they were guarding. Students will split into
fours and get with another group. One group will be on defense and the other will be on offense.
The offense will work on beating their man and getting the defense to rotate. The offense will
NOT shoot the ball. The defense will work on keep their man in front of them and correctly
helping and rotating the defense. After a while, the teacher will tell you when to switch roles.
Skill cues:
Keep your eyes up, keep your man in front of you, eyes on the ball and your man
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult, the teacher can walk the students through and talk through certain
situations.
If the practice is too easy, the students can get into groups of 5 and play a scrimmage against
each other, focusing on help defense.

Practice Task Card #6
1-on-1 (Dribble Defense)
The purpose of this practice is to practice doing different dribbling moves, such as a crossover,
behind the back dribble, etc. Students will get with a partner on their team and practice dribbling
the basketball in their area. The student who isn’t dribbling the basketball will play defense and
try to turn the student to go the opposite direction and to steal the ball. After each turn, students
will change roles.
Skill cues:
Eyes up, use the pads of your fingers, keep ball at your side, and keep the ball at waist level or
lower.
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult, students can dribble without defense to each end and then switch
roles.
If the practice is too easy, the students can play one on one down to each end of the court.

Practice Task Card #7
Man Defense
The purpose of this practice is for students to learn the concept of man defense. Students will get
into groups of fours. These groups will then get with another group. One group on offense and
one group on defense. One group will practice playing in man defense, while the other team tries
to score. After a while, the teacher will tell teams when to switch roles.
Skill cues:
Keep your eyes up, keep your man in front of you, eyes on the ball and your man
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult, the teacher can walk the students through and talk through certain
situations.
If the practice is too easy, the students can get into groups of 5 and play a scrimmage against
each other, focusing on man defense.

Practice Task Card #8
Zone Defense
The purpose of this practice is for students to learn the concept of zone defense (2-3 zone).
Students will get into groups of fives. These groups will then get with another group. One group
on offense and one group on defense. One group will practice playing in man defense, while the
other team tries to score. After a while, the teacher will tell teams when to switch roles.
Skill cues:
Keep your eyes up, keep your man in front of you, eyes on the ball and your man
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult, the teacher can walk the students through and talk through certain
situations.
If the practice is too easy, the students can play a scrimmage against each other, focusing on man
defense.

Practice Task Card #9
3-on-3 Closeouts
The purpose of this practice is to focus on closeout and rebounding the basketball while on
defense. Students will get into a group of three within their team. One group of students will start
underneath the basketball hoop spread out, while the other group will start on the three-point line
spread out. One student will shoot the ball. Once the ball has been shot, the group of students
underneath the hoop will try to box out and get the rebound. The group on offense will try to
avoid getting boxed out and get the rebound.
Skill cues:
Find your opponent, make contact, and put your hip into them
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult, students can walk through it and just practice on the technique of
boxing out their opponent.
If the practice is too easy, students after they rebound can play a game. Once the shot goes up
again, the students will have to box out.
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Basketball
Offensive player
Defensive player

Practice Task Card #10
2-on-1, 3-on-2
The purpose of this practice is to take advantage of what the defense is giving you. In this case,
there are more offensive players then defensive players. Within their teams, students will have to
players start out on offense and one player start on defense. Once there is a change in possession
the player on defense now becomes on offense and the two players who were not in the drill will
now come onto the court on offense. The players that start out on offense are now on defense.
This allows everyone in the drill to experience having an advantage.
Skill cues:
Keep your eyes up, find the open player, don’t force anything take what they give you
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult for students, have them just work on a 3 on 2 situation and chance
roles after each possession.
If the practice is too easy for students, have them get with another group and work on 2-on-1. 3on-2, 4-on-3, and 5-on-4.

Practice Task Card #11
2-on-2 Defense
The purpose on this practice is to work on communicating and setting screens. When on defense,
students really need to communicate. While on offense, students really need to work on getting
open. Student will get into groups of two. One group will be on offense and one group will be on
defense.
Skill cues:
Set your feet, make contact, fight through, and communicate
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult for students, students can work in slow motion and talk through it.
Students can then speed up once they are comfortable.
If the practice is too easy, students can play a scrimmage on 2-on-2.

- Offensive player
- Defensive player
- Basketball

Practice Task Card #12
Close Out Drill (5-on-5)
The purpose of this practice is to focus on closeout and rebounding the basketball while on
defense. Students will get into a group of five. One group of students will start underneath the
basketball hoop spread out, while the other group will start on the three-point line spread out.
One student will shoot the ball. Once the ball has been shot, the group of students underneath the
hoop will try to box out and get the rebound. The group on offense will try to avoid getting
boxed out and get the rebound.
Skill cues:
Find your opponent, make contact, and put your hip into them
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult, students can walk through it and just practice on the technique of
boxing out their opponent.
If the practice is too easy, students after they rebound can play a game. Once the shot goes up
again, the students will have to box out.

Practice Task Card #13
50
The purpose of this practice is to learn a new offensive play. 50, each player is line up outside of
the three-point line. The player with the ball, once they pass it. They will cut toward the hoop.
The main objective is to pass it to the player cutting to score a layup. After a player cuts, the
player one the side opposite of the ball will come up to replace them, the player who cut will
replace the players who moved up.
Skill cues:
Keep your eyes up, cut with a purpose, look for the ball, and replace.
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult, the teacher can walk the students through the play.
If the practice is too easy, the students can get with another group. One group will play defense
and the other will be on offense running 50.
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Practice Task Card #14
Mixer
The purpose of this practice is to learn a new offensive play. Mixer, one player will line up at the
top of the key. Two others will be on the baseline of the three-point arc, and the other two will be
on each block. Whatever side the ball handler goes to, the opposite player on the block will come
up to receive the pass. The player still on the block will set a screen on the player on the threepoint line. The player who threw the first pass when then come down and set a screen on the
player who just set the screen. The play will then continue after that. The main objective is to
pass it to the player after a screen to score a layup.
Skill cues:
Keep your eyes up, screen with a purpose, look for the ball, and replace.
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult, the teacher can walk the students through the play.
If the practice is too easy, the students can get with another group. One group will play defense
and the other will be on offense running Mixer.
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Practice Task Card #15
Curl, Fade, Cut Drill
The purpose of this practice is to read the defense. There are many different types of defenses
and as an offensive player, you need to be able to read them and be able to get yourself open for
the pass or to shoot the ball. Students will get into groups of three. One student will be on
offense, one student will be on defense, and the other student will throw the ball in. Both
students will start at the baseline. If the defender cheats the route, the offensive player will run a
fade or cut and shoot the ball. If the defender follows the offensive player, then they will curl and
attack the hoop.
Skill cues:
Keep your eyes up, read the defender, and look for the ball
Modifications:
If the practice is too difficult, the teacher can walk the students through each scenario.
If the practice is too easy, the students can run through this drill at game speed and can play until
the possession ends.
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Name:____________________________

Rules Quiz

1. How many passes are required before shooting the basketball at the hoop?

2. How does the game of basketball start?

3. Name two different ways a turnover can occur.

4. How many points can you score on one shot?

5. What foul results in a free throw?

What do you do after the other team scores?

Basketball Skills Evaluation
Name:__________________________
Years of experience:______________________
Highest level of competition:_____________________________
On a scale of 1-10 how good of an overall player are you? ____________________________
Are you more of a defensive or offensive player? ______________________________
Describe your strong abilities:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Basketball Layup Evaluation
Name:_____________________________

Date:___________________

Great

Good

Fair

Student plants
inside foot

Student
approached the
hoop at a good
45° angle
Student plants
with inside foot

Student
approached the
hoop at a greater
than 45° angle
Student plants
with inside foot

Student brings
up shooting side
knee
Student goes up
with both hands
on the ball

Student brings
up shooting side
knee
Student goes up
strong with both
hands-on ball

Student brings
up shooting side
knee
Student goes up
with both handson ball

Student
approached the
hoop with some
angle
Student did not
plant with inside
foot
Student brings
up a knee

Student banks
the ball of the
backboard

Student uses
backboard
square on layup

Student uses
backboard on
layup

Student takes a
good approach
to the hoop

Student has only
one hand on the
ball
Student
sometimes uses
backboard on
layups

Needs
Improvement
Student
approached the
hoop with no
angle
Student did not
plant with inside
foot
Student does not
bring up any
knee on shot
Student
continuously
loses control of
ball
Student does not
use the
backboard on
layups

Basketball Evaluation
Student dribbles with their eyes up: Yes

No

Student uses backboard when attempting a layup:

Yes

No

Student successfully uses bounce, chest, and overhead passes:
Student uses correct shooting form: Yes

No

Student plays defense in a ready position:

Yes

No

Yes

No

Player Information Sheet
Name:______________________________
Height:_______________

Weight:_______________

Year in School:__________________________________
Favorite Sport:__________________________________
Favorite Sport Team:_____________________________
Favorite Sport Moment:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Favorite Food:__________________________________________________________________
Outside activities/Hobbies:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Team Information Sheet
Team Name:__________________________________
Country Name:________________________________
Team Color:__________________________________
Walk Out Song:_______________________________
Team Members:_______________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
Team Logo:

Player Contracts
Coach: The coaches’ responsibility is to manage the team. The coach will also be responsible
for motivating the team, leading practices, and represent the team in meetings.
_______________________

________________________

Player Name

Signature

_____________
Date

Statistician: The statistician’s responsibility is to record individual team’s statistics. They will
keep track of points scored and assists.
_______________________
Player Name

________________________
Signature

_____________
Date

Equipment Manager: The equipment managers responsibility is to gather all the equipment. At
the beginning of every class will collect all the equipment necessary for practices, warm-ups, and
for games. They will also be responsible to make sure that between games the area of play
equipment is adequate.
_______________________
Player Name

________________________
Signature

_____________
Date

Player Contracts
Coordinator: The coordinator’s responsibility is to create a strategy for their team to use in each
game. They are responsible for creating an offensive and defensive strategy, that they will
explain to their teams.
_______________________

________________________

Player Name

Signature

_____________
Date

Event Manager: The event manager is responsible for being the team’s representative for
setting up the culminating event. The event manager will work with other team’s event
manager’s and the teacher to discuss ideas and planning the culminating event to organize it.
_______________________

________________________

Player Name

Signature

_____________
Date

Promoter: The promotor’s responsibility is to get information about the team and about the class
out to the rest of the student body. The promotor will also create and run an Instagram account
for the team and post at least once a week.
_______________________
Player Name

________________________
Signature

_____________
Date

Team Name:___________________________________________________________________
Player Name

Assists

Points Scored

Final Score:
Official Report
The team was positive towards the officials?
The team was positive and encouragement toward their own
teammates?

Yes

No

Team Name:___________________________________________________________________
Player Name

Assists

Points Scored

Final Score:
Official Report
The team was positive towards the officials?
The team was positive and encouragement toward their own
teammates?

Yes

No

Team Poster Requirements
Each Team poster must include but is not limited to all of the following,
•

Team Name (Include Country and Team Name)

•

Team Logo

•

Player Information (From Player Information Sheet)

•

Team Picture

•

Place for Statistics

•

Anything else to make the poster creative and festive

Officiating
Each student will have the opportunity to officiate multiple basketball games through the
season. The Pre-Season is the first opportunity to try to officiate. This will give students the
opportunity to learn the game and the rules. For each game, there will be one head official
making calls and calling them out, an official also making calls, and someone keeping statistics
for both teams and keeping score.

Sport Ed. Basketball Unit Example Awards
1. Michael Jordan Award – Most Valuable Player for the season
2. Ray Allen Award – Most likely to make the most three-pointers
3. DeAndre Jordan Award – Most likely to make a basket
4. Chris Paul Award – Most assist in a season
5. Teammate of the Year Award – Player who showed the most team spirt and positive with
the other team and officials.
6. Best Official Award – Award to the best player officiating games
7. Mr. or Mrs. Clutch Award – Awarded to the most clutch player
8. Top 10 – Player who made the most Top 10 worthy plays
9. Windshield Swiper – Best defensive player of the year
10. Positive Energy – Player that brought the most energy to the court
11. Most Improved – Player skills that have improved the most.
12. Team Victory – Team to win the most games in the regular season
13. Champions – Team to win the post-season

League Standings Board

The
Mathematics
Sport
Education
Model

Sport Education Season – Mathematics Basketball
Phase 1 – Training Camp
Lesson 1
Prior to Lesson 1:
1. Print out Player Information sheets
2. Print out Mathematics Skill Evaluation sheets
During Lesson 1:
1. Introduce the concept of sport education to the class
a. Explain the process of the class being split into different phases (Training Camp,
Pre-Season, Regular Season, and Post-Season)
b. Explain each phase of the course
c. Explain how the Regular Season will be in a round robin format
d. Introduce and explain team roles
e. Explain that each individual will have the role of officiate
f. Discuss the culminating event
2. Introduce the sport education season will be Mathematics Basketball game
3. Have students fill out Player Information sheet
4. Have students fill out Mathematics Evaluation sheet

Phase 1 – Training Camp
Lesson 2
Prior to Lesson 2:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create teams based off of player information and evaluation sheets
Create Team Information sheets
Create role contracts
Bring poster boards to class

During Lesson 2:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Read off rosters of each teams to the class
Have each team decide on player roles
Have students sign role contacts
Have each team fill out Team Information sheets
Explain the rules and regulations of the game of Mathematics Basketball
Explain the team poster and requirements to the class (Due date: start of Pre-Season)
a. Must include Team Name (Country and team name)
b. Must include Team Logo
c. Must include space to keep player statistics
d. Must include information from Player Information sheets
e. Must include team picture

Phase 1 – Training Camp
Lesson 3
Prior to Lesson 3:
1. Create the Rules Quiz
2. Create League Standings Board
3. Explain Warm-up Task Cards and Practice Task Cards with examples
During Lesson 3:
1. Have entire class take the Rules Quiz
2. Explain fair play and fair play points
3. Explain League Standings Board and explain how it will be used during the duration of
the class
4. Introduce Warm-up Task Cards and Practice Task Cards
a. Perform examples in class
5. Explain the Culminating Event
a. Talk about the main idea behind it
b. Discuss ideas with the class
c. Gather each team’s Event Manager to discuss

Phase 1 – Training Camp
Lesson 4
Prior to Lesson 4:
1. Create Fair Play & Stat Sheet
2. Decide on practice areas for each team
3. Create a schedule when each student has to teach a Warm-up Task Card and Practice
Card
4. Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Introduction to Algebra I”
During Lesson 4:
1. Explain Fair Play & Stat Sheets to the class and explain fair play points
2. Present the schedule for when each student will teach a Warm-up Task Card and a
Practice Card
3. Tell each team where they will practice for every class
4. Have those who haven’t pass Rules Quiz retake
5. Have teams practice hosting
a. Talk through certain situations that may arise through gameplay
b. Team 1 vs Team 2
c. Team 3 vs Team 4
d. Team 5 will be hosting

Phase 2 – Pre-Season
Lesson 5
Prior to Lesson 5:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Decide whether there needs to be any rule or roster changes
Create a Pre-Season Schedule
Hang up the League Standings Board in the front of the gym
Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Modeling with Functions”

During Lesson 5:
1. Present League Standings Board and answer any last-minute questions about it
2. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
3. First Pre-Season games
a. Team 2 vs Team 5, Team 3 vs Team 4, Team 1 Hosting
4. Announce game results to the class
5. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 5, Team 2 vs Team 3, Team 4 Hosting
6. Announce game results to the class

Phase 2 – Pre-Season
Lesson 6
Prior to Lesson 6:
1. Hang up all team posters by the League Standings Board
2. Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Modeling with Functions”
During Lesson 6:
1. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
2. Play Pre-Season games
a. Team 1 vs Team 4, Team 3 vs Team 5, Team 2 Hosting
3. Announce game results to the class
4. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 3, Team 2 vs Team 4, Team 5 Hosting
5. Announce game results to the class

Phase 2 – Pre-Season
Lesson 7
Prior to Lesson 7:
1. Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Modeling with Functions”
During Lesson 7:
1. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
2. Play Pre-Season Games
a. Team 1 vs Team 2, Team 4 vs Team 5, Team 3 Hosting
3. Announce game results to the class
4. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 2 vs Team 5, Team 3 vs Team 4, Team 1 Hosting
5. Announce game results to the class

Phase 2 – Pre-Season
Lesson 8
Prior to Lesson 8:
1. Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Modeling with Functions”
During Lesson 8:
1. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
2. Play Pre-Season games
a. Team 1 vs Team 5, Team 2 vs Team 3, Team 4 Hosting
3. Announce game results to the class
4. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 4, Team 3 vs Team 5, Team 2 Hosting
5. Announce game results to the class

Phase 2 – Pre-Season
Lesson 9
Prior to Lesson 9:
1. Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Modeling with Functions”
During Lesson 9:
1. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
2. Play final Pre-Season games
a. Team 1 vs Team 3, Team 2 vs Team 4, Team 5 Hosting
3. Announce game results to the class
4. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 2, Team 4 vs Team 5, Team 3 Hosting
5. Announce game results to the class
6. Explain that the Regular Season starts next week, and the League Standings Board will
be updated weekly

Phase 3 – Regular Season
Lesson 10
Prior to Lesson 10:
1. Create Regular Schedule
2. Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Linear Equations and Inequalities in
One Variable”
During Lesson 10:
1. Explain to students that the Regular Season starts today and moving forward all statistics
will start being recorded on the League Standings Board
2. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
3. First Regular Season games
a. Team 2 vs Team 5, Team 3 vs Team 4, Team 1 Hosting
4. Announce game results to the class
5. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 5, Team 2 vs Team 3, Team 4 Hosting
6. Announce game results to the class
7. Give Statisticians game results to update their teams’ posters

Phase 3 – Regular Season
Lesson 11
Prior to Lesson 11:
1. Update League Standings Board
2. Check each team’s social media for posts
3. Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Linear Equations and Inequalities in
One Variable”
During Lesson 11:
1. Present updated League Standings Board to the class
2. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
3. Play Regular Season games
a. Team1 vs Team 4, Team 3 vs Team 5, Team 2 Hosting
4. Announce game results to the class
5. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 3, Team 2 vs Team 4, Team 5 Hosting
6. Announce game results to the class
7. Give Statisticians game results to update their teams’ posters

Phase 3 – Regular Season
Lesson 12
Prior to Lesson 12:
1. Update League Standings Board
2. Check each team’s social media for posts
3. Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Linear Equations and Inequalities in
One Variable”
Suring Lesson 12:
1. Present updated League Standings Board to the class
2. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
3. Play Regular Season games
a. Team 1 vs Team 2, Team 4 vs Team 5, Team 3 Hosting
4. Announce game results to the class
5. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 2 vs Team 5, Team 3 vs Team 4, Team 1 Hosting
6. Announce game results to the class
7. Give Statisticians game results to update their teams’ poster

Phase 3 – Regular Season
Lesson 13
Prior to Lesson 13:
1. Update League Standings Board
2. Check each team’s social media for posts
3. Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Linear Equations and Inequalities in
One Variable”
During Lesson 13:
1. Present updated League Standings Board to the class
2. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
3. Play Regular Season games
a. Team 1 vs Team 5, Team 2 vs Team 3, Team 4 Hosting
4. Announce game results to the class
5. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 4, Team 3 vs Team 5, Team 2 Hosting
6. Announce game results to the class
7. Give Statisticians game results to update their teams’ poster

Phase 3 – Regular Season
Lesson 14
Prior to Lesson 14:
1. Update League Standings Board
2. Check each team’s social media for posts
3. Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Linear Equations and Inequalities in
One Variable”
During Lesson 14:
1. Present updated League Standings Board to the class
2. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
3. Play Regular Season games
a. Team 1 vs Team 3, Team 2 vs Team 4, Team 5 Hosting
4. Announce game results to the class
5. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 2, Team 4 vs Team 5, Team 3 Hosting
6. Announce game results to the class
7. Give Statisticians game results to update their teams’ poster

Phase 3 – Regular Season
Lesson 15
Prior to Lesson 15:
1. Update League Standings Board
2. Check each team’s social media for posts
3. Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Statistics”
During Lesson 15:
1. Present updated League Standings Board to the class
2. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
3. First Regular Season games
a. Team 2 vs Team 5, Team 3 vs Team 4, Team 1 Hosting
4. Announce game results to the class
5. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 5, Team 2 vs Team 3, Team 4 Hosting
6. Announce game results to the class
7. Give Statisticians game results to update their teams’ posters

Phase 3 – Regular Season
Lesson 16
Prior to Lesson 16:
1. Update League Standings Board
2. Check each team’s social media for posts
3. Create lesson plan and questions for game using “Statistics”
During Lesson 16:
1. Present updated League Standings Board to the class
2. Explain that 3 games will be today for a shorter amount of time to complete the regular
season schedule
3. Have students vote on awards and for officials for the championship game
4. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
5. Play Regular Season games
a. Team1 vs Team 4, Team 3 vs Team 5, Team 2 Hosting
6. Announce game results to the class
7. Announce the next round of games
a. Team 1 vs Team 3, Team 2 vs Team 4, Team 5 Hosting
8. Announce game results to the class
9. Announce final round of games of the Regular Season
a. Team 1 vs Team 2, Team 4 vs Team 5, Team 3 Hosting
10. Give Statisticians game results to update their teams’ posters
11. Explain that the Post-Season will start next week

Phase 4 – Post-Season
Lesson 17
Prior to Lesson 17:
1. Finalize the League Standings Boards
2. Create bracket/schedule for Post-Season
During Lesson 17:
1. Announce the top 4 teams who will be playing in the post-season
2. Announce the schedule for the first round of games
a. 1st seed vs 4th seed, 2nd seed vs 3rd seed, 5th seed Hosting
3. Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
4. Play first round of Post-Season games
5. Announce game results to the class
6. Have the two losing teams play a game for 3rd place
7. Announce game results to the class
8. Have a meeting with each teams Event Committee to discuss about the culminating event
9. Announce the two teams playing in the championship for next week

Phase 4 – Post-Season
Lesson 18
Prior to Lesson 18:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Count votes for awards and for the officials for the championship game
Print out awards, and/or have trophies and medals
Decorate the gym
Possibly have food

During Lesson 18:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Announce championship game
Have teams warm-up and practice while using task cards
Announce line-up of each team in the championship game
Play the championship game
Announce game results to the class
Culminating event
a. Present championship team with trophy or medals
b. Give out individual and other team awards
c. Possibly eat food if applicable
d. Watch slideshow of pictures taken throughout the year/semester

Rules of Mathematics Basketball
How to play Mathematics Basketball?
Main Objective: One team will first pick a category and select the level of difficulty to receive
the question. The team answering the question must confer with their entire team before
answering their question. After each question, the whiteboard will be passed clockwise to
another teammate. The student who answered the question correctly will either take their
basketball shots or pick a card from the host. The other team that did not select the question will
still attempt to answer the question in the case the first team answers incorrectly. Teams will take
turns selecting a category and level of difficultly of the question. The level of difficultly
determines how many shots the player will receive. The team with the most points at the end of
class or when there are no more questions wins.
Scoring
A team must first answer a question correctly before scoring any points. If the question is
answered correctly, the student can select to either shot the amount of basketball shot the
question was worth or pick one card from the host. The cards the host is holding have difference
scenarios, that include positive points, negative points, go back to zero points, etc. If the student
decides to shoot the basketball, they can shoot from any of the lines marked on the floor for
either 1 point, 3 points, or 5 points. If the student bounces the ball of the ball and makes it, it is
worth doubled the amount from where they shot the ball.
Final Mathematics Basketball Round
During the final round of Mathematics Basketball, each team will decide how many of their
points they want to risk. If they answer the question correctly, the team will select one of their
players to shoot the basketball from 3-point line marked on the floor. If the student makes the
shot, the amount of points the selected to risk will be doubled and added to their total points.
Teams do not have to risk any of their points, but still need to attempt to answer the last question.
Teams that answer the final question incorrectly will lose the points that they risked.
Fouls
Technical Foul: If a player from another team yells during the opposing team’s basketball shot,
disrupting their shot. The foul will result in a made basket and awarding the team with the points
from where the student shot at.
Violation Foul: If a player steps on or over the marked line. If the player makes the shot, they
will be awarded the points from the lower point area. If the player shots from the 1-point area
and crosses the line they will be award zero points. If the student misses, no points will be
awarded.
Starting the Game: The game will start with a game of rock, paper, and scissors between a
player from each team, best two out of three. The winner will pick the first question of the game.

Warm-up Task Card #1
Solve the following equation.
80 − 61 + 42 − 36 + 44 − 12 + 53 − 10 + 3 =

Warm-up Task Card #2
Solve the following equation following PEMDAS.
22 + 8 ÷ 2 − 5 × 6

Warm-up Task Card #3
Multiply the decimals using the graph below.
0.4 × 0.3 =

Warm-up Task Card #4
How can you solve the following exponential equations?
42 + 43 =

32 + 32 =

Warm-up Task Card #5
Find the last value for y in the table below.
𝑋
𝑌

1
3

2
6

3
10

4
15

5
?

Warm-up Task Card #6
Find the vertex of the graph 𝑦 = 𝑥 2 − 2𝑥 − 3

Warm-up Task Card #6
Use the parabola 𝑦 = 𝑥 2 + 1 as the original equation. What are the horizontal and vertical shifts
to get to the parabola 𝑦 = (𝑥 + 1)2 + 3?

Warm-up Task Card #7
What is the missing values?
𝑦 = 3𝑥+1
𝑥
0
1
2
3
4

𝑦 = 3𝑥+4
𝑦
3
9
81

𝑥
0
1
2
3
4

𝑦
243
729
6,561

Warm-up Task Card #8
Find the slope of the two coordinate points (8,15) and (9, 12).

Warm-up Task Card #9
Label the parts of the graph from the previous lesson.

Warm-up Task Card #10
Will there be more triangles or square in figure 3? State how many of each there will be.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Warm-up Task Card #11
Solve the following one variable equation for x.
𝑥 − 15 = 20

Warm-up Task Card #12
You have a total of $500 in your bank account and receive 0.05 interest every month. Find how
much interest you will receive at 3 months, 6 months, and 12 months.

Warm-up Task Card #13
Solve the following equation for x.
1

𝑦 = −3(𝑥 − 4 )

Warm-up Task Card #14
Find the mean (average) of the test scores between Stephanie and her friends, who had the
highest mean?
Stephanie: 74, 86, 91, 56
Fred: 98, 63, 77, 76
Nathan: 86, 80, 77, 74
Kurdt: 48, 99, 71, 63
Alexandria: 79, 83, 86, 71

Warm-up Task Card #15
Find the medium of this data set:
18, 1, 7, 23, 14, 16, 17, 5, 9, 6, 17, 22, 3, 2, 22, 1, 24, 22, 9, 0, 8, 23, 10, 11, 22

Warm-up Task Card #16
Find the mode of the data set:
56, 1, 13, 22, 74, 14, 16, 32, 45, 72, 18, 20, 14, 30, 14, 14, 10, 56, 53, 9, 18, 21, 33, 56, 74, 71, 98, 84, 50, 14,
15, 23, 21, 77, 18, 55, 80, 82, 92, 91, 16, 22, 16, 77, 18, 45, 16, 18, 18, 21, 35, 37, 76, 77, 74, 56, 50, 84, 10

Practice Task Card #1
Can you find every number between 1 and 10 using only four 4’s and any mathematical
operation?

Practice Task Card #2
How many squares do you see? How could you figure this out without counting every square?

Practice Task Card #3
How is the pattern growing for each figure?

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Figure 4

Practice Task Card #4
Create as many ways as you can come up with on how to add these dots together.

Practice Task Card #5
What interval on the graph has the biggest change in slope?

Practice Task Card #6
Answer the following questions about the situation below.
Sadie has a job of mowing lawns around her neighborhood. For each hour of work mowing
someone lawn, she is paid $4. For every yard she mows, she charges at least $15. Sadie can mow
5 square feet of the lawn every minute.

What is the situation about? :______________________________________________________
What are the variables in the situation? :_____________________________________________
List all the relationships between each variable using this sentence form:
(ex: Changing ____________ affects ____________ because ____________.)

Practice Task Card #7
Fine the vertex of the parabola graph and determine if the vertex is a maximum or a minimum.

Practice Task Card #8
Find the equation of the parabola from the graph below.

Practice Task Card #9
Find the slope to each equation. Then find the equation to each linear line.

Practice Task Card #10
Is set A or Set B bigger at 𝑛 = 5? State for both sets what the y-value of 𝑛 = 5 is.
A
𝑥
0
1
2
⋮
5

B
𝑦
10
9
8
⋮
?

𝑥
0
1
2
⋮
5

𝑦
7
6.5
5
⋮
?

Practice Task Card #11
What is the value of the triangle compared to the circle?

Practice Task Card #12
Your cell phone bill is $70 dollars a month and get 50 gigabytes of data. For every gigabyte of
data, you go over, you are charge an additional $4.75. Find an equation for your phone bill and
find how much your phone bill will cost for an entire year if you use 55 gigabytes every month.

Practice Task Card #13
Find the area of your neighbor’s lawn that you agree to mow once every other week for the
summer.
3𝑥 − 2

2𝑥 + 1

Practice Task Card #14
The batting mean (average) for your baseball/ softball team were:
0.275, 0.310, 0.333, 0.178, 0.252, 0.343, 0.210, 0.198, 0.400, 0.296
Find the mean of the teams entire batting average and create a graph based of your teams batting
averages.

Practice Task Card #15
Describe the correlation in this scatter plot.

Practice Task Card #16
Create a box and whisker plot from the given data set of three-pointers you made this season:
1, 0, 0, 3, 2, 2, 1, 2, 4, 3, 0, 3, 3, 7, 4, 2, 1, 9, 0, 4, 5

Name:____________________________

Rules Quiz

6. What are the different point markings to shoot at the basketball hoop?

7. What are the two ways to scoring points?

8. Name the two different fouls that can occur.

9. What way do you rotate answering questions?

10. How many points do you have to risk for the final question?

11. How does the game end?

Mathematics Skills Evaluation
Name:__________________________
Grade:__________________________
Highest level of mathematics competition:_____________________________
On a scale of 1-10 how confident are you in your mathematic skills?
______________________________________________________________________________
Are you knowledgeable about the game of basketball? __________________________________
Describe your strong abilities (whether school subjects and/or outside of school):
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Mathematics Basketball Teammate Evaluation
Name:_____________________________
Great (5 pts)
Student cheers
for/supports
their teammates.

Student helps
other students
with questions.
Student
participates with
their team.
Student works
well with their
team to make
decisions.

Student cheers
for their
teammates and is
supportive.

Good (4 pts)

Student is
supportive
sometimes and
cheers for their
team.
Student helps
Student attempts
other teammates to help students
with their
answer
understanding.
questions.
Student fully
Student
participates in all sometimes
team activities.
participates in
team activities.
Student
Student most of
discusses with
the time
teammates to
discusses with
make a team
teammates to
decision.
make a team
decision.

Date:___________________
Fair (2 pts)
Student isn’t
supportive or
cheers for team
but not negative
toward team.
Student does not
help students
with their
questions.
Student rarely
participates in
team activities.
Student rarely
discusses with
their teammates
to make a
decision.

Needs Improvement
(0 pts)
Student is negative
toward their own
team.

Student refuse to help
other teammates to
answer their
questions.
Student does not
participate in any
team activities.
Student never
discusses with their
teammates to make a
decision.

Total:____/20

Mathematics Evaluation
Student uses the correct formulas for the problems:

Yes

No

Student asks for help when they need it:

Yes

No

Student works good with their teammates:

Yes

No

Student doesn’t argue with the hosts of the game:

Yes

No

Student play the Mathematics Basketball game respectfully:

Yes

No

Player Information Sheet
Name:______________________________
Year in School:__________________________________
Favorite Subject in School:________________________________________________________
Favorite Mathematics Subject:_____________________________________________________
Favorite Sport:_________________________________________________________________
Favorite Sport Team:____________________________________________________________
Favorite Sport Moment:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Favorite Food:__________________________________________________________________
Outside activities/Hobbies:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Team Information Sheet
Team Name:__________________________________
Country Name:________________________________
Team Color:__________________________________
Walk Out Song:_______________________________
Team Members:_______________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
Team Logo:

Player Contracts
Coach: The coaches’ responsibility is to manage the team. The coach will also be responsible
for motivating the team, leading practices, and represent the team in meetings.
_______________________
Player Name

________________________
Signature

_____________
Date

Statistician: The statistician’s responsibility is to record individual team’s statistics. They will
keep track of points scored by baskets and questions answered correctly.
_______________________
Player Name

________________________
Signature

_____________
Date

Equipment Manager: The equipment managers responsibility is to gather all the equipment. At
the beginning of every class will collect all the equipment necessary for practices, warm-ups, and
for games. They will gather whiteboards, easers, markers, and calculators if necessary.
_______________________
Player Name

________________________
Signature

_____________
Date

Player Contracts
Event Manager: The event manager is responsible for being the team’s representative for
setting up the culminating event. The event manager will work with other team’s event
manager’s and the teacher to discuss ideas and planning the culminating event to organize it.
_______________________

________________________

Player Name

Signature

_____________
Date

Promoter: The promotor’s responsibility is to get information about the team and about the class
out to the rest of the student body. The promotor will also create and run an Instagram account
for the team and post at least once a week.
_______________________
Player Name

________________________
Signature

_____________
Date

Team Name:___________________________________________________________________
Player Name

Correct Answers

Points Scored

Final Score:
Official Report
The team was positive towards the game hosts?
The team was positive and encouragement toward their own
teammates?

Yes

No

Team Name:___________________________________________________________________
Player Name

Correct Answers

Points Scored

Final Score:
Official Report
The team was positive towards the game hosts?
The team was positive and encouragement toward their own
teammates?

Yes

No

Team Poster Requirements
Each Team poster must include but is not limited to all of the following,
•

Team Name (Include Country and Team Name)

•

Team Logo

•

Player Information (From Player Information Sheet)

•

Team Picture

•

Place for Statistics

•

Anything else to make the poster creative and festive

Hosting
Each student will have the opportunity to host multiple Mathematics Basketball games
through the season. The Pre-Season is the first opportunity to try to host the game. This will give
students the opportunity to learn the game and the rules. For each game, there will be one head
host leading the game. Other hosts will also host the game communicating with the playing
teams and keeping statistics for both teams and keeping score.

Sport Ed. Basketball Unit Example Awards
1. Euclid Award – Most Valuable Player for the season
2. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar Award – Most points scored in baskets
3. Mathematician Award – Most questions answered correctly
4. Teammate of the Year Award – Player who showed the most team spirt and positive with
the other team and officials.
5. Best Host Award – Award to the best host of games
6. Mr. or Mrs. Clutch Award – Awarded to the most clutch player
7. Positive Energy – Player that brought the most energy to the classroom
8. Most Improved – Player mathematic skills that have improved the most.
9. Team Victory – Team to win the most games in the regular season
10. Champions – Team to win the post-season

Interviews
I selected to interview a wide range of people. That are be listed below:
•

Araya Benegas, Art Education major

•

John Muellner, Special Education major

•

Johny Carvajal, Physical Education major

•

Erika Gutierrez, Physical Education major

I selected these four because two are physical education majors who are familiar with the sport
education model and understand how it works. There is one physical education major who was
fond of mathematics in school and one who was not. I then selected two non-physical education
majors to get a different outlook on this idea of sport education inside of different classrooms.
Again, one of them was interested in mathematics in school, and one was not. All of these
interviewees were all fond of the physical education courses in their schools.
The following question discussed was whether the sport education model is valuable to
apply to physical education courses. All four agree that applying the sport education model to
physical education courses will allow students to have a greater appreciation for the sport and the
class as well. Mr. Muellner liked the sport education model because it would give him an
objective to achieve each class and work hard instead of just getting through the class. Miss
Gutierrez address that the sport education model is a newer education model but believes it is
very different from the traditional education style. She also believes that it great to get your
students more involved in the class with the selected roles and being part of a team. She then
finishes by stating that she believes this model will be more effective in engaging your students.

Discussing whether if the sport education model was applied to core curriculum classes
such as mathematics, would lead students to a greater appreciation to the course. All four
interviewees believe that if applied correctly, that the sport education model would be very
beneficial to include into a mathematical classroom and lead to a greater appreciation for the
course. Mr. Muellner thought applying this model would be very interesting because it would
blend two different courses, therefore bringing students who are more interested in physical
education into the mathematics classroom. Miss Benegas and Gutierrez believe that having
teammates and working together will create an environment of helping one other and learning
the material better.
All interviewees believe that the sport education model is very good to include into a
physical education course. Mr. Carvajal and Muellner believe that it will create more
participation through class, create a healthier competitive environment, and help make sports and
exercise more prominent in society today. Miss Gutierrez likes the sport education model in
physical education because it builds students communication skills, ability to see different roles
in sports, and see different aspects of a sporting environment.
The thoughts about applying the sport education model in a mathematics classroom, all
interviewees believe it would be very beneficial to include. Mr. Muellner believes that blending
different content throughout different subjects for physical education and mathematics would
help create knowledge for both physical education and mathematics. Mr. Muellner also notes
that being active is good for brain function and will help students obtain material. Mr. Carvajal
believes using this as a review game will be very beneficial and help put an importance on terms
and improve student’s ability to maintain information. Both Miss Benegas and Gutierrez like the

idea of adding the sport education model to mathematics because it would create a more studentcentered classroom and more interactive leading to a better education.
Participation and being engaged in class is very important for any teacher and with the
sport education model, all four interviewees believe that participation will go up in both physical
education and mathematic courses. Mr. Carvajal and Miss Gutierrez note that the sport education
model is great at pushing students outside of their comfort zone and with all the different roles
whether they relate to that specific course or not, allow the student to excel in a course that they
might not usually. Miss Benegas believes that having students working in teams and building
relationships will allow for students to communicate easily and work together.
The final question of the interview is addressing whether the sport education model will
create a better understanding for physical education and/ or mathematical courses. Mr. Carvajal
believes that for both educational courses it would be beneficial because students would be
learning skills and techniques in a sport and will have roles to do as well. Mr. Carvajal also
believes that having a student in mathematics having a role such as teacher, where they teach
their group a lesson or write down all the formulas for the group will help create a better
understanding and allow students to see mathematics in a different perspective. Miss Gutierrez
believes that using the sport education model will lead to greater learning because students will
be able to be a performer and be an observer/ analyzer. Miss Benegas and Gutierrez believe that
this model will reinforce any material presented in the course and help create a deeper
knowledge of the content.
Overall, the four interviewees all believe that the sport education model in both physical
education and mathematics would be beneficial for both students and teachers. The interviewees
also believe that this model can be applied to any core curriculum course and be beneficial.

These answers to the sport educational model I believe is important because it comes from
people of all different backgrounds, likeness of physical education and mathematics courses, and
knowledge of the sport education model.
Conclusion
Taking in my personal experience creating the sport education model for a mathematics
classroom and the interviews from each of the four individuals, I believe that it is beneficial to
create and implement a sport education model into other courses. I believe that I accomplished
the goal of transferring the sport education model to other core curriculum courses. From the
interviews, I determine that this model would lead to better student involvement just like it has
been proven for physical education courses. Also, from the interviews I believe that the
competitive style and different roles can be implemented into a core curriculum course. I believe
that the sport education model is a better way of getting students attention and create more of a
learning experience inside of a classroom over the traditional model from my experience and
from the interviews. The interviewees and I believe that the sport education model can be just as
effective as it is in a physical education course. Siedentop, et al. describes, “Many educators
have suggested that schools need to consider implementing more integrated or interdisciplinary
curricula as a way of helping students apply their learning outside of school” (278). The best way
to do this is using a sport education model that involves so much blending of courses into your
educational classroom. Overall, the sport education model is an educational model that I think
other teachers besides physical educators should look into involving into their classrooms and is
a model that I play on using inside of a mathematics classroom in my future.
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